In many cases, hospitals are located in multiple buildings, often across a city or community. If the buildings are not served by a common phone switch and coaxial distribution system, delivering hospital-wide education on-demand can be costly. In response to this situation, TeleHealth Services developed TIGR Enterprise which enables hospitals to significantly reduce capital investment for education on-demand. Instead of installing a fully functional TIGR system in each location, TIGR Enterprise enables the hospital to install one fully functional TIGR system in one location with enterprise level software installed. Then digital video file servers are added to the remote locations that are controlled from the enterprise server, thus reducing the total capital investment.

The only additional requirement of the TIGR Enterprise Solution, beyond the normal TIGR installation requirements, is LAN connectivity to each remote site from the primary location, which enables each of the remote systems to be controlled by the enterprise TIGR software.

**ADVANTAGES OF ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS**

- Reduce costs associated with additional sites
- Increase efficiency with single-point administration
- Deploy unique content at each location or standardize content across the system
- Analyze usage through enterprise-level reporting
- Increase educational opportunities for staff at remote locations
- Decrease staff travel time to education sessions at main campus
- Increase patient and staff satisfaction by making sessions more convenient

**ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW**
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